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OUR STORY
Our human history was characterized by giant leaps that moved from one era to another, 
between its ancient past and its modern present, and from the heart of three continents, speci�-
cally Riyadh. Our journey began to lead ideas and imagination towards reality and contribute to 
developing innovative solutions to deal with challenges. To show the world our capabilities and 
to be a key partner in events, and since that time we have been working on continuous develop-
ment to turn dreams into reality, so we have created with passion a unique entity for which we 
chose the name “GOLDEN”; it mixes the accumulated specialized administrative experiences that 
resulted in an unconventional thought that is unique in all beautiful meanings. To produce and 
manage modern, imaginative projects in its idea, through integrated  bu outsolutions.
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WHO ARE WE 

The distinguishing mark in creating your dreams through a 
Saudi company specialized in event management, aiming to 
build the capabilities necessary to be in line with the national 
transformations in the exhibitions and conferences industry to 
create innovative solutions translating creativity into an artistic 
template that dazzles you.

OUR VISON
To be the main pillar of the events industry.

OUR MESSAGE
Creating an unforgettable memory by revolutionizing the 
world of events.
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OUR VALUE
Innovation - our tool 

Excellence - our business
 Commitment - our way

WHY US
We invest in talent.

We keep up with everything new 
we Always Committed
we work with passion



Details That Makes The Difference
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
Towards the formation of an innovative entity, our �rst motive is the passion 
through which we traverse the geographical dimension to reach the world, 

introducing through us a new concept in the event industry.

 خــدمــاتــنــا



We met the world to create a dazzling event
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OUR SOLUTION
   Crowd management 
Protocol management
project management
 Personal protection

 Consulting 
training

 



+ 1000 
Events

 
+

 
15

 

cities
 

+15,000,000 

Visitors
 

+30,000  

Organizers  

+
 
62000

 
 

Hours work  

  
 + 100

Partner
 



We wrote the most prominent of our success stories:



We wrote the most prominent of our success stories:



We Make The Story With Passion
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WE SHARE WITH YOU THE JOURNEY
 We look forward to your communication with us, as we are fully prepared to 

provide you with all solutions, and our team is ready to harness its accumulated 
experience from giant projects to achieve your ambitions and turn your dreams 

into reality.



We Make The Creative



https://youtu.be/LIJ0niUqf2g
https://youtu.be/ApsbCOFzzyA
https://youtu.be/HoQg0vNn2k0
https://youtu.be/YgqabvfPNCk


https://youtu.be/hVbRyKZtc_Q
https://youtu.be/Hfiec6y-jPU
https://youtu.be/ghusLibZNh8
https://youtu.be/f-YRtrTDVZU


THANK YOU 
Get in touch with us :

INFO@GOLDENEVENTS-SA.COM

00966 50   567  4326

goldenevents-sa.com

golden_4event

tel:0505674326
mailto:info@goldenevents-sa.com
https://www.goldenevents-sa.com/
https://twitter.com/Golden_4event
https://www.instagram.com/golden_4event/



